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Although Porius is widely regarded as John Cowper Powys's finest achievement in fiction, it has never been
published in its intended form--until now. Abridged in every prior publication, the true Porius is presented
here for the first time, carefully restored by Powys experts Morine Krisdóttir and Judith Bond. The
culmination of Powys's lifelong passion for Wales and its mythology, Porius is at once a historical novel and
commentary on the nature of modern warfare.

It is the year 499. The scene is a Roman fort in North Wales, and the principal character is Porius, son of the
reigning prince. The Saxons and their forest-people allies are advancing on Edeyrnion in a desperate attempt
to save the remnants of their matriarchate. Arthur has sent ahead the magicians, Merlin, Neneue, and
Medrawd, to help the beleaguered Porius.

Powys, a self-described "born Inventor of Fairy Tales," transformed the people and animals of his Welsh
village into the mythical figures that haunt Porius's primeval woods. The novel was severely cut from its
intended form by previous publishers; this edition, newly edited by two preeminent Powys scholars, is
Porius as Powys would have wanted the book that he considered "the chief work of my lifetime."
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From reader reviews:

Cody Smith:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important behave,
like looking for your favorite guide and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add
your knowledge by the book entitled Porius. Try to make the book Porius as your close friend. It means that
it can to be your friend when you truly feel alone and beside those of course make you smarter than
previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you considerably more confidence
because you can know anything by the book. So , let me make new experience along with knowledge with
this book.

Brian Griffith:

The book Porius can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything you
want. So just why must we leave the best thing like a book Porius? Wide variety you have a different opinion
about guide. But one aim that will book can give many info for us. It is absolutely appropriate. Right now,
try to closer using your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, you can give for each other;
you can share all of these. Book Porius has simple shape however you know: it has great and large function
for you. You can appearance the enormous world by available and read a guide. So it is very wonderful.

Anne Braden:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone at
everywhere. The information can be a information or any news even a problem. What people must be
consider while those information which is inside former life are difficult to be find than now's taking
seriously which one would work to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you receive the
unstable resource then you have it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen in you if you take Porius as the daily resource information.

Maxine Whitley:

E-book is one of source of expertise. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students and also
native or citizen require book to know the revise information of year in order to year. As we know those
books have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, also can bring us to around the world. By
book Porius we can consider more advantage. Don't someone to be creative people? Being creative person
must prefer to read a book. Only choose the best book that ideal with your aim. Don't possibly be doubt to
change your life at this book Porius. You can more appealing than now.
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